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Non-small-cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) is the most common type of cancer and cancer-related 
death in the world. High resistance of NSCLC to traditional chemotherapy is a serious problem for 
the effectiveness of treatment. Ruk/CIN85 is an adaptor/scaffold protein involved in the processes 
of tumor cells malignant transformation. By modulating protein-protein interactions in space and 
time, it potentially regulates signaling networks that control EMT-related cell responses such as 
proliferation, migration, invasiveness, and metastasis in the course of cancer progression [1]. 

The aim of this study was to elucidate the regulatory role of Ruk/CIN85 in chemoresistance and 
EMT using human NSCLC MOR cells as a model [2].

Methods. MOR (ECACC 84112312) cell line and drug-resistant cell line MOR/0.2R (ECACC 
96042335) were cultured under standard conditions in DMEM medium. Knockdown of Ruk/CIN85 
in MOR/0.2R cells was performed using shRNA lentiviral technology. Expression levels of Ruk/
CIN85, vimentin and E-cadherin were estimated by RT-PCR.

Fig. Knockdown of Ruk/CIN85 in NSCLC MOR doxorubicin-resistant cells induces mesenchymal-epithelial 
transition: 

A, B, C — relative Ruk/CIN85, CDH1 and vimentin expression levels, respectively. (MOR WT — parental 
cells; MOR/R — drug-resistant MOR cells; MOR/R-Ruk Down — resistant MOR cells with Ruk/CIN85 

knockdown); M ± m, n = 3, * P < 0.05 to MOR WT, ** P < 0.05 to MOR/R
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Results and Discussion. Taking into account the available data that up-regulation of Ruk/CIN85 
in breast adenocarcinoma cells is followed by increase in their chemoresistance [3], we first compared 
the adaptor protein expression levels in MOR and MOR/0.2R cells (doxorubicin selected cells). 
According to the results of qPCR, MOR/0.R cells showed an extremely higher level of Ruk/CIN85 
mRNA expression, more than 10 times higher than the parental MOR cells (Fig. A). These results were 
supported by data of Western-blotting. Also, preliminary data obtained in the Department of Cell 
Signaling revealed that knockdown of Ruk/CIN85 in the MOR/0.2R cells led to significant decrease 
of their resistance to doxorubicin and development of epithelial phenotype. So, in order to study 
the role of Ruk/CIN85 in EMT, we decided to check the expression levels of EMT epithelial marker 
E-cadherin as well as mesenchymal marker vimentin [4] in MOR sublines depending on adaptor 
protein expression levels. As can be seen from Figure, high content of RukCIN85 in doxorubicin-
resistant (MOR/R) cells strongly correlate with their mesenchymal phenotype (high expression level 
of vimentin and low — E-cadherin), while its down-regulation is followed by restoration of expression 
values characteristic of parental MOR cells. 

Conclusions. In summary, high expression level of Ruk/CIN85 in doxorubicin-resistant MOR 
cells and the reversion of EMT-related transcriptome parameters and sensitivity to drug due to 
knockdown of adaptor protein in this subline suggests its involvement in regulation of EMT as well 
as cancer cells chemoresistance. Thus, the adaptor protein Ruk/CIN85 can be considered as a tissue-
specific marker of carcinogenesis and perspective target for drug development.
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